
Alloucherie's "Diverse, 
Inverse, Spectrale" is an 
impressive installation
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by Lee-Anne Moore Art Bank in Ottawa.
Alloucherie is a very conscientious 

artist. She writes a great deal about 
her work and what inspired her to 
create certain pieces. Alloucherie has 
published numerous exhibition cata
logues and been featured in several 
review publications.

Jocelyne Alloucherie is inspired by 
landscapes. The art in this collection 
of her work, displayed this month at 
the Art Gallery of York University, 
represents different interpretations of 
landscape and spatial dimensions.

The exhibit features three works. 
The first, a large multi-media instal
lation called “Diverse, Inverse,

^ JJocelyne Alloucherie 
Art Gallery of York University 

until fehruary 23

A recurring motif is an interesting 
contrast between dark and light ele
ments. The solidity and simplicity of Everyone on campus should take 
the forms and compositions are sub- advantage of this opportunity to visit 
lime. the AGYU and experience the in-

“Black Contiguous Drifts II” and stallations of this impressive Cana
dian artist.

Spectrale,” combines sculpture with 
photography. It is composed of black 
boxes of different sizes arranged to
gether in clusters dispersed through- the established theme. Alloucherie’s The work of Jocelyne Alloucherie can
out the gallery. 311 is very subjective. It is not overtly be seen at the Art Gallery of York

didactic, pointed, preachy or political. University, N201C Ross. The exhibi- One exanple of diemufc-medioinrtlalionsof Jocelyne Aloudierie,w^ 
however; it allows for personal inter- lion runs until February 23. For more Art Gdlety of York University unti February 23. The sottty and rtvtrity of J» forms raid confortons
pretation and appreciation, information, call 736-5169.
Alloucherie ascribes to the theory of 
“Art for Art’s sake.”

her 1981 work “Demeures” continue

■esublme.

A powerful, imaginative Dreame
THEATRE

Alloucherie is a French Canadian
artist bom in Quebec. She received a 
BFA at Laval University and a Mas- 

The collected forms are accented ters in visual art at Concordia. Since by Sheeno Jarvis 
by large pieces of cut glass that overlap 1975, Alloucherie has exhibited in
one another, creating a multi-di- group and solo exhibitions through- Powerful acting, imaginative 
mensional effect. Four black and white out Canada and abroad. Her contribu-

film • Ihfiitre • naileries • music
Dave Lantaigne played Bottom, 

one of the play’s most endearing 
characters, as an instrument of 
Oberon’s will. Lamontaigne was 
funny and expressive.

Eva Preger as Quince was enthu
siastic and entertaining. Robin Gurney 
as Snug/Lion/Mustardseed was 
wonderful, especially in her hilarious 
scenes at the wedding celebration, 
where she is sure to roar softly so as 
not to frighten the ladies.

The production offered many sur
prises, the first being the costumes. 
By combining Elizabethan and 
modem elements, they effectively 
created a timeless feeling. This sup
ported a major theme of the play: that 
it is a timeless dream.

The stage design was masterful, 
sometimes serving as the court of 
Athens, sometimes serving as the 
forest. The lighting was exceptional, 
allowing the stage to have a solid 
appearance at some moments and 
transparency at others. Lighting, mu
sic and setting combined to create a 
powerful tone. The music especially 
supported the play’s sinister moments, 
as well as reinforcing the dreamy, 
lethargic feeling.

Movement was a central aspect of 
the play. Throughout, the fairies 
blended into the environment, ani
mating the forest in a way that worked 
very well. By incorporating move
ment, the transformation of double
cast characters was successfully per
formed right on the stage. These 
transformations illustrated how each 
of the characters is part of a duality.

The visual appeal of the transfor
mations, combined with the dream
like movement and music, made the 
audience a part of a complex, yet 
wonderful dream, from which the 
curtain seemed like an awakening.

A Mid sommer Nights Dreame
written by Wiliam Shakespeare 

(traded by Ines Bud» 
Burton Auditorium

cos
tumes and a wonderful stage design 

mural-sized photographs accompany tion to the national art collection is made Theatre York’s presentation of 
the work on the facing wall. The forms extensive, including an exhibit fea- Shakespeare’s A Midsommer Nights 
captured in these pictures are vague lured at the Mu seed’art contemporain Dreame a visually appealing experi- 
and undistinguished. in Montreal and The Canada Council The play is an exploration of the 

violent and passionate contrast be
tween the natural world of the forest 
and the civilized orderly world of the 
court in Athens. In the natural world, 
Oberon, king of the fairies, fights 

was confined to gesture. D’Amico with Titania, the queen, over custody 
made a conscious decision to place her child. The two represent 
the focus on the vocal/sonic qualities severing between the male and female 
of the Spanish langu age and the drama worlds which results in chaos, 
contained within the spoken text. He This parallels disorder within the 
wants us to listen. court. Duke Theseus has threatened

Hermia with death if she does not 
When the show was performed in marry Lord Demetrius, whom she 

the Studio Theatre in the Centre for

ence.
A

Mexican theatre piece is universal
THEATREby Danielle Sawoda

a
I like to take a few minutes to think 
abou t my mother and father. I consider 
myself fortunate that I remember them 
with much fondness and love. Natu-

leeees Dios, Meow! Bowes Nedws, Repel
written and directed bv Roberto D'Amico 

Studio Theatre, Centre for Him and Theatre 
Monday, February 3

rally, there were times when I was
growing up when we could not seem for the show, finishing with approxi- 
to communicate. We spoke different mately one hour’s worth of poetic, 
languages. Roberto D’Amico has prosaic and musical excerpts pertain- 
created Buenos Dias, Mama! Beunas ing to mi madre and mi padre. 
Noches, Papa! as a tribute to this 
struggle.

D’Amico is a well-known and ful actress and singer, and CÀITO, a 
respected Mexican theatre director potent musician. CAITO composed 
and what he has done with Buenos the musical score of Buenos Dias. 
Dias is unique. His script is more of 
an anthology of what he calls piece of theatre. There was essentially 
“Mexican literary masterpieces.”

does not love. Hermia elopes with her 
lover, Lysander, ending up in the 
forest. They are followed by 
Demetrius and a woman who is in

Film and Theatre at York on February 
3, D’Amico and Macaria occasion
ally translated some of the text into 
English. Although this was done to 
facilitate our understanding of what

The show stars two famous
love with him, Helena.Mexican artists — Macaria, a power-

In the play, magic, fantasy and 
was being said, it was not necessary, trickery combine in the forest to create 
The group as a whole did an excellent action that is comical, sometimes 
job at communicating each issue. sinister and often brutal. But, by the 

end, all couples are properly paired 
off, and a joyous wedding occurs in 
the court of Athens.

Buenos Dias is not a traditional
The topic of parents, in every cul

ture, is packed with emotion.
D’Arnica, Macaria and CAITO pre
sented their work with a personal 
passion. They remember their own evident that this interpretation of A 
struggles. We laughed at “old-fash- Midsommer Nights Dreame would be 
ioned” attitudes and applauded their different from most. The first image 
rejection. Several times they even was Puek, Oberon s fairy, writhing in 
managed to bring the entire audience motion on the dark, foggy stage. He 
to the verge of tears. Although we was presented as a mischievous, 
applaud the rejection, we remember slightly demonic character, more than 
the pain of the rebellion. a little reminiscent of the ancient god

Pan, the half-man, half-goat symbol 
Before I saw Buenos Dias, I would of lust and sex. Puck, who instigates

have argued that language is not much of the action, set the tone of this 
universal, that poetry and literature production.
could only be understood fully in paul Nunes was terrific playing 
their own culture. I no longer think the parts of Puck and Egeus, the stoic 
so. D’Amico could probably tour his
show internationally and be com- comical, with just the right nuance of
pletely understood. He has taken his demonic expression to make one feel 
theatre beyond the constraint of lan- uncomfortable about his intentions, 
guage. This is due partly to his talent 
and to the talent of his cast, as well as

no set, just three microphones and 
D’Amico spent three months three music stands in a triangle. There 

reading and compiling the material was very little movement, and that From the opening scene, it was
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father of Hermia. He was often7::

TheaGill stood out as Titania. Her

visited! performance was wonderful, wild and 
erotic, fluidly combining movement 
and grace. Gill’s mastery of language 
was evident; she caught the exact

to the universality of this never-end
ing struggle between the generations. «-

D'Amico is currently on an 11 show 
tourwhich will end in Chicago, where mtonatlon accent appropriate to 
Buenos Dias, Mama! BuenasNoches, eac^ momcnt- 
Papa! will be taped for television. The As Hippolita, Gill was able to con-
show will appear at the University of trast the African queen with the fairy 
Toronto's Erindale College today queen, one more regal in bearing, the

other more free.

fratturh«25painaflid(etstO|pwawaytoa$peadsaeeningofMgAyayd/,BiuceMcDondd's 
fodow-up to the popukv fibn Koadkii. To win, rtiply drop by the newspaper office (420 Student 
Centre) at 3 pm, Thunday, February A, and ok for Arts Fdhor Ira Nayman. If you can sing a lyric 
from any Bob Dylai song, a pair of tickets to die Weàiesday, Februay 12 screening are yours.

(February 5).
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